Covid-19: an opportunity to reduce unnecessary healthcare

Recovering health systems can prioritise genuine need
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Alongside the human suffering, covid-19 is also threatening the sustainability of health systems. The continuing costs of the pandemic combined with the impending financial crisis will inevitably mean having to do more with less. The tragedy of the pandemic has paradoxically produced an opportunity to tackle the increasingly recognised challenge of “too much medicine” safely and fairly—to help improve both sustainability and equity in healthcare. This well described problem of unnecessary tests, diagnoses, and treatments causes harm and wastes resources that could be better used for those in genuine need. 1, 2

The case for tackling too much medicine was clear before covid-19. 3-7 Reports from the US and the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development suggest that at least a fifth of routine healthcare spending may be wasted, including on overdiagnosis and overtreatment. 8, 9 In Canada, patients receive more than a million potentially unnecessary tests and treatments each year, according to recent estimates. 10 The threats from overuse and overdiagnosis may be even more serious in low and middle income countries. 6

Every health system experiences this problem, 7 and some are starting to address it. The UK’s biggest public funding body is calling for research proposals to reduce overtreatment, 8 while in Australia, one health system is investigating how to enhance the value of care and the systems’ sustainability, in the wake of covid-19. 9

More immediately, health system managers are facing urgent questions about how to deal with big backlogs in elective surgery and other procedures that have been postponed in recent months. Two year waiting lists for some procedures are now a possibility in parts of Canada, for example. This has forced a renewed focus on reducing inappropriate care—such as magnetic resonance imaging for uncomplicated osteoarthritis—to enable much more rapid care for those on waiting lists who are in genuine need. 3

As a group of doctors from the Quebec College of Family Physicians has argued, the crisis caused by the pandemic requires health systems to prioritise interventions “that have demonstrated effectiveness and concrete benefits for patients.” 11 Mounting evidence of overuse of medical interventions, 1 and campaigns such as Choosing Wisely that aim to avoid overuse, 10 are more relevant than ever.

Natural experiment

The use of healthcare services has fallen steeply during the pandemic, 12-14 offering a rare opportunity to analyse a natural experiment in less medical care. In the US, the number of visits to hospitals, emergency departments, and family doctors almost halved at the height of the pandemic. 12-14 Clearly, many people were unable to access needed care, including routine vaccinations, 15 and lives have been lost as a result—for example, from heart disease. 13 Others, however, have avoided unnecessary tests, diagnoses, and treatments that would have caused them more harm than good.

Although recent analyses suggest that use of healthcare is bouncing back, there are still large “cumulative deficits” of missed care over recent months. 14 One of the biggest and most sustained falls has been in visits to doctors involving young children. 15 We know that children experience overdiagnosis and overtreatment—for example, through an inappropriate label of attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder or gastroesophageal reflux 16—so some of those children who missed visits may have avoided an unnecessary label, invasive diagnostic procedure, or the complications of inappropriate treatment. At the same time adults who have missed an annual health check-up may have avoided an intervention of little or no benefit that carries a risk of harm from unnecessary diagnoses. 17

Analysing the effects of this natural experiment in reduced healthcare will be as challenging as it is necessary. International collaborations are required between researchers, health system managers, clinicians, and patient and public representatives. Initially, data can be collated at local, regional, and national levels to determine how rates of common tests, diagnoses, and treatments have changed. Those lists could then be mapped against lists of known low value care, including overused interventions and overdiagnosed diseases. 1

More focused rigorous studies can then investigate the effects of reduced healthcare use on patient outcomes and costs. Understanding the extent of increased mortality and morbidity arising from missed care is critical, but so too is identifying and quantifying any benefits. Qualitative analysis of people’s motivations for, and experiences of, avoiding care will also be important.

This pandemic has provoked the best of human compassion and solidarity, but those who manage our health systems still face extraordinary challenges responding to covid-19 and preparing for the second wave. Looking beyond the crisis, our collective learning about the effects of the large falls in healthcare use can help inform and intensify efforts to reduce unnecessary care. This in turn can prevent avoidable harm to patients, enhance healthcare equity, and improve the sustainability of health systems everywhere.
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